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UCHS Spring Garden Tour, Saturday, May 22nd
Featuring over 15 gardens in historic Powelton Village!

The ongoing pandemic precludes our signature indoor historic houses tour.
Instead, this year UCHS will showcase the amazing architecture and private
garden spaces of Powelton Village. Join us for this self-guided walking tour
with an exclusive look into the private outdoor spaces of more than 15 unique
homes. This neighborhood features one of the City’s most impressive array
of Victorian architecture. Tour highlights include several native gardens, the
garden of a converted horse stable, a hidden mid-block shared courtyard, a
secret urban orchard, and a contemporary garden with lap pool.
Special pricing for members of the University City Historical Society (to receive, log in with the same email associated with your UCHS membership)
UCHS Patrons receive two complimentary tickets
Tickets will be available the day of the tour at 3502 Hamilton Street
Complimentary refreshments will be available at Cornerstone B&B
Proceeds benefit UCHS and preservation initiatives in West Philadelphia.
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When: Saturday, May 22nd (Rain Date, Sunday, May 23rd)
10:00am to 2:00pm
Where: Powelton Village
UCHS Members: $15
Non-Members: $25
RSVP at uchs.wildapricot.org/events

Save the date!

Photos by Mark Brack
and George Poulin.
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West Philadelphia Interiors Project
CALLING FOR PHOTO SUBMISSIONS! UCHS is excited to announce the launch of
our West Philadelphia Interiors Project. We are asking residents of West Philadelphia to
photograph interesting interior architectural features in your home so that we may better promote historic awareness within our community, create buzz around preservation,
and to catalogue interior details specific to certain builders, architects, and time periods.
We are seeking details of all types and styles. No detail is too modest.
To submit: Put on your photographer hat and take the best photo(s) possible of interesting historic features inside your home. This can be an up close detail (i.e. a door,
fireplace, newel post, trim work) or it can be an entire room. Then, please follow the link
shared in our previously sent members email and posted in our instagram bio where
you can upload your photo(s). You can also email your photos to info@uchs.net. We also
invite you to share your photos on social media and include the
hashtag #WestPhiladelphiaInteriors and tag us @ucityhistoricalsociety to raise awareness of this project. We will be collecting photos April 1st through June 1st.
Once all images are submitted, UCHS plans to partner with
students enrolled in the Library and Information Science program at Drexel University to catalogue the images and share
them back with the community. We will also be sharing the
gram and Facebook pages (we will not tag you in the images
you request to be tagged). We look forward to unveiling the
within our homes!

images on our Instafor privacy unless
rich history that lies

UCHS Thanks Mary Beth Murphy For Her Service
				
We at the UCHS would like to take this time to thank former UCHS Board member Mary Beth Murphy for her tireless efforts
in bringing our official website (uchs.net) into the twenty-first century. When she assumed her duties our website was very basic
and primitive looking. But thanks to Mary Beth’s expertise our site is thoroughly modern and engaging, with user-friendly buttons and navigation. See the photos for the before and after photos of our website.
In addition to her web mastery, she also participated in a number of committee assignments with her same enthusiasm and
attention to details. Mary Beth has moved on to other things but thankfully we’ll have her lasting legacy of an updated website.
Left: A screenshot of uchs.net from 2006, complete with an announcement for a Powelton Village house tour. Below: A screenshot of uchs.net
from now. The difference is like night and day.
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Member News

Welcome to 2021’s
New and Restored Members:

			
Deirdre Aaron
Fred Allen Barfoot
Jacob Gantz
Jeanette Gillison
Ivy Gray-Klein
Elaine Lander
Anita McKelvey
Charles A. Thrall & Sally A. Simmons
Jeffrey Young
Randy Zauhar & Jenny Yu

2021 Donations to UCHS – Thank You!
Eric Cohen & Anne Pomerantz
Michael D. Hardy & Barry L. Grossbach
Maureen Tate
Marianna Thomas
Questions? Ideas?
Interested in working with the Membership Committee?
Contact us at info@UCHS.net
Thank you to our Business
Sponsor, Hanley Bodek.

Rosy Outlook for 1889
“Philadelphia’s growth is greater than that of New York, if the building
operations of 1888 in the respective cities can be taken as evidence.”
-The Philadelphia Real Estate Record and 		
Builder’s Guide, January 16, 1889.

Ask the Experts

			
The board of the Garden Court Community Association has
just voted to begin the community engagement process to pursue becoming a local historic district. Very exciting!

West Philly Through the Lens

48th Street south of Cedar Avenue, 1909

Graining Grief

Q: We recently purchased a late-Victorian house
and would like to salvage the graining on the interior
doors and some of the woodwork. Most of the doors are
badly checked and considerably darkened. I have used
denatured alcohol with 0000 steel wool on some inconspicuous spots and wiped this off almost immediately,
and found that the graining is still visible, but so are the
small “checking” lines.
Is there any method we can use to remove the old
varnish without the graining?
A: Unfortunately, any solvent that will remove the clear
varnish will also remove the graining underneath. Occasionally, graining was protected with a layer of shellac
instead of varnish. If this is the case, the shellac can be
removed with alcohol and fine steel wool without damaging the graining. You can then recoat with a new layer of
either shellac or varnish.
If alcohol and steel wool don’t work, you might try
cleaning the varnish without removing it.

Joseph Minardi photo collection.

From The Old-House Journal, May 1981.
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UNIVERSITY
Victorian Painted
Woodwork - TheCITY
1870 toHISTORICA
1890 Period
Whatever material a householder chose for the walls
and ceiling, fairly standard rules determined color placement: the ceiling was the lightest color, the walls and
dado darker, and the woodwork darkest. Critics generally
recommended staining hardwood trim in some natural
color and painting softwood to correspond with the overall color scheme of the room. Some traditional finishes
lost favor: white paint was declared “objectionable” by
Ella Rodman Church, and graining was a sham that was
“never very good; every scratch or mar reveals the color
of the true wood, and there is a tendency for the paint to
peel off in spots, giving the surface a most disagreeable
eruptive appearance.” Perhaps the most telling evidence
of the decline in graining appeared in the trade magazine
House Painting and Decorating, where writers admitted
few painters could do it well without using stencils.
Woodwork, if not stained and varnished, was painted
to coordinate with other colors in the room; except in
bedrooms, the finishes were far more vibrant than the less
complex hues previously used. Constance Cary Harrison,
an accomplished writer and leader of New York society,
recommended black, maroon, chocolate brown, orangegreen, dull India red, dark Antwerp blue, and bronzegreen as appropriate colors for woodwork, in Woman’s
Handiwork in Modern Homes (1882). Several hues, or several values suggested painting doors and window shutters
gold and black, India red on panels and the darker for the
stiles and rails surrounding the panels. A more complex
arrangement entailed painting the baseboards and the
molding around the door the darkest value, the stiles and
rails of the door and of the dado beads around the panels
or draw a simple line on the stiles about three-eights of an
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inch out from the panels, although Miller cautioned “it is
seldom necessary to introduce more than three colours
onto woodwork.” Miller was English, but American critics
recommended similar schemes; Henry Hudson Holly described several in Modern Dwellings in Town and Country
as did the Sherwin-Williams Company in its 1884 catalog.
Critics also proposed using painted, stenciled, or
wallpapered decorations on the panels of doors and shutter. Harrison praised them because open doors were too
often “inharmonious” with the rest of the decoration.
The designs critics recommended included flowers or, in
nurseries, paintings taken from children’s rhymes, “foliage,” “‘Queen Anne’ decorations, swags, and festoons,”
and “quaint renderings of beasts, birds, and fish” for which
“the designer cannot do better than go the Japanese for
ideas and suggestions.” Painted panels appeared in American houses, such as the chambers of the Ebenezer Maxwell mansion in Germantown, which was redecorated in
the 1870s. But the fashion was short-lived. By 1887, the
architects Brunner and Tryon labeled it “a waste of effort.”
From Victorian Interior Decoration, American Interiors
1830-1900. Gail Caskey Winkler and Roger W. Moss, 1986.

Painted panels in the Maxwell house. Photo by Joseph Minardi

